
KasHMiRi OR Koshiru.

The Kashmiri^ language is the language of the Valley of ICashmlr. In a dialectie

fonn it has siiread south-west into the Valley of Kaehtawar
Whertt spoken. ..--.. ^ . jj^ii ^.^ ^-i '-r%'

(K-ishtwar), and to the south it has flowed over the Pir

Fantsal Bange into the lower hUls Ijing north of the Birer Ohin&b, where it reappears

in a number of mixed dialects.

The word 'Kishmiri* (v^/i-^^^) is Persian or Hindi, and is derived from the

Sanskrit KaimlHka. It is not the ntfme used by the people

of Kashmir itself. There the country is called Ka^lr^
and the languf^ KoiMf^' This word itself is an excellent example of the fact

that the language belongs to the Bardio sub-family, for in India the change of Sm to

i ot sk would be impossible.

Kashmiri is bounded bn the north by the Shina language of the Dard group

. . ^ ^ .
of the Bardic sub-family. On the west it is bounded by

Linguistic Boundaries. xi-i^i»^t-i« a-r* 11. i

the Chibhalr and Punch! dialects of Lahnda, a language

belonging to the North-Western group of the Indo-Aryan vernaculars, but strongly

affected by Dardic influence. To its south it has, on the west, the pogri dialect of

Fanj&bi; and, to the east of Dogri, the Bhadrawahi dialect of Western P^hari.

Dogri (see Vol. IX, Pt. i, p. 637) is a real dialect of Pafljabi, but Bhadrawahi is a
transitional form of speech between Western Pahari and Kashmir!,—leaning more

to the former than to the latter,—and therefore classed under the former (see Vol.

IX, Part iv, pp. 888^flF.). To the south-east of Kashmiri we find Padari, another

Western Pahari diale0t of a character similar to that of Bhadrawahi (Vol. IX, Part

iv, pp. 903ff.). On the rest of the eastern side of Kashmiri, and also a little to its

north-east, going northwards on the east of Shina, lie a series of Tibeto-Burman

dialects, Purik (Vol. Ill, Part i, pp. 42ff.), Ladakhi (pp. 51ff.), and Balti (pp. 32ff.),

all separated from the Kashmir Valley by inhospitable ranges of mountains and in no
way affecting its language.

Kashmiri has one true dialect,—Kashtawarl, spoken in the Valley of Kaahtaway

(commonly known as Kishtwar), lying to the south-east

of the Valley of Kashmir. Kashmiri has also overflowed

the Pir Pantsal Range into the Jammu Province of the State, and in the valleys

between the southern hills of the range, between the water-shed and the valley of the

Chinab, there are a number of mixed dialects, such as P6guli, Siraji of Boda, and

BAmbani. The iBrst two of these represent Kashmiri merging into Western Pahari,

while the third rather represents Kashmiri merging into Dogri. Farther east, over

the greater part of the Biasi Bistrict of the State, there are more of these mixed dia-

lieets, about which nothing certain is known, except that the mixture is rather between

Kashmiri and the Chibhali form of Lahnds,. Grammars are given below of Kashtawaii,

Pdguli, Siraji, and Earnban! ; but no materials are available for these Biasi dialects.

* According to the system of tmndliteration followed iu this Savvey, the word Bhould properlj b©»pelt 'Ki^mlrJ,*

with a ligature under the *M/ But the. word is of such frequent occarrenee that I have here dropped the ligature

as an unnecessary complication* 1%e ' «A,' however, is not to be considered as therefore the same as the Sanskrit 9h

{yO* It is rather the same as the Saitiktit ia (v) or the Persian shin (^).
* Printed * Chhihhill * in the map. See the remarks on p. 505 of Part I of this Volume.
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In the standaid EashmM of the Valley, there are minor dififerences of language,

which, however, are not sufficient to entitle us to divide it t into further separate

dialects. Por instance, the Kashmiri spoken by Musalmans differs from that spoken

by Hindus. Not only is the vocabulary of the former more filled with words borrowed

from Persian, but also there are slight differences of pronunciation.^ Again, there

is, as in all countries, the distinction between town and village talk. In villages a

few old forms have been preserved that have disappeared in towns, and there we
also variations of pronunciation.^ Finally, there is the language between the language

of prose knd that of |)oetry. As in other languages, the latter preserves many forms

that have disappeared in the modern prose speech.

B^tumihg to the dialects of the Musalmans and of the Hindus, it should be

remarked that there are more than nine Musalmans in the VaUey to each Hindu. As

already stated, the Musalman dialect borrows freely from the Persian vocabulary. On

the other hand, the Hindus borrow from Sanskrit, but not to the same extent, and,

although the speech of a minority of the population, their dialect is much purer

Kashmiti than that of their Musalman brethren.

The figures, based on the Census of 1891, originally returned in the earlier operations

of this Survey were incomplete for Elashmlri, and I therefore

§ive the population figures for Kashmiri spoken in its proper

home as recorded in the Census of 1911 :-^

Number of SpeaKers.

Standard Kashmiri apoken in Kashmir iteelf

Kashtaw&iri .

Pftgnil

Sirajl of Pddik

BambasI

Mixed Diakot of Eiast

Total Kamber of Speakers of Kashmiri at Home

1,039,964

7,464

8,158

14,732

2,174

20.252

1,092,744

In addition to the above there were recorded 96,013 speakers of Kashmiri in

the State of Jammu and Kashmir, who did not reside in that part of the country

of which it was the vernacular.

Easbmiri is also spoken by emigrants from Kashmir to other parts of India.

The figures are as follows :

—

N.-W. Frontier Province ..•..... 533

Panjab • • 6,480

Panjab States , . . . 710

Otber Provinces •-.•..•.••• 422

TotAll . 8,145

* The principal is the MusalmSn tendency to shorten final vowels. Thus, for ' what ' the Musahnlns say kya and

the HindBs kj/d or k^Mh ; for * I should have strnck,* the former say maraha, and the latter maraho. The Mnsahnins

also hftveaDardic preference for dropping an r. Thns, they say 56»M, before, while the Hindus say brdnth; gSnpal,

distraction, where the HindQs prefer grMngal,

' For differences of forms we may quote as an example the villajre wanamdw', instead of the city ioa«5«?*, we shall

tell yon. In pronunciation, we may qnote the fi-eqnent interchange of d aod r, as in ku4 • ^<^^ ^^^ » * gi^'^ > mo^", for

flior*, a body. Alsn, in villages the Dardic confusion between cerebrals and dentals is much more marked. This also

occurs in city ta^k, as in tcothun^ to arise, as compared with the Hind! ulhnS, but in villages it is extremelT common.
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The total niunber of speakers of Eashmlri is therefore as follows :

—

At Home . 1,092,744
Elsewhere in Jikiuiitii and Kftsbmlr State •....• 95 013
Elsewhere in India•••.•.,.«, 8,145

ToTAf. . 1,15>5,902

Tlu se figures differ from the total given in the Indian census tables (1,180,632),
0T\ -^ trj differences of classification of some of the mixed dialects,

Kashmiri belongs to the JDard group of the Pardic langui^es. It is most nearly

,. -
, ^. .

.

related to Shina. It has, however, for many centuries
nguisttc Relationship.

, ^ ' •'

been subject to Indian influence, and its vocabulary in-

cludt s a large number of words derived from India. Its speakers benoe maintain

that it is of Sanskritic origin, but ariose examination reveals tibefact that, illustrious

as %vas the literary history of Kashmir, and learned as have been its Sanskrit Pandits,

this claim of Sanskrit origin cannot be sustained for the vernacjilar of the latter.^

Kaslimlri is a very old language. Three words in it are quoted by Kalhana (circ.

1150 A.B.) in his JRdJataranginl^ and these are not very different from the language

of the present day.^

To the philologist Kashmiri is a language of great importance, as it is the only

example of an Aryan language in the condition of being converted from an analytic to a
synthetic language. The oldest known form of Indian speech is Vedic Sanskrit. This

was highly synthetic, with a system of declension of nouns and of conjugation of verbs

as complicated as in Latin or Greek. In process of time this, or a kindred and similar

language, developed into, say. Western Hindi, a language as analytic as English or

French, in which nouns have, at most, only two cases and are declined with the aid of

postpositions, while only one or two tenses of the verb have survived, the rest beingmade
up with the help of auxiliary verbs. For instance, in Sanskrit ^ a house ' is grihahj and
in Latin manaio^ and • of a house ' is, respectively, * grihasya ' and mansionU^ in both

of which the change of case-meaning is indicated by a change in the form of the word.

This is synthetic declension. But in Hindi * a house ' is ghar and in French it is une

nmison^ and * of a house ' is, respectively , ghar-hd and (Vune maison^ in which the

change of case-meaning is indicated by suffixing or prefixing a post- or pre-position.

The word itself undergoes no change. This is analytic declension. Again, * he speaks

'

is in Sanskrit ftaffeayaW, and 'to speak* was in Mediaeval V&im parabolare (from the

Latin paraftoia, a parable), * He will speak' is respectively k^thayishpati and para^

bolabit. Here the change of tense-meaning is indicated by a change in the form of the

word, and we have an example of synthetic conjugation. But in Hindi * he will speak *

is kahe-gd, literally * he is gone (gd) that he may speak {kahS, which is merely a cor-

rupted form of the Sanskrit kathagati),^ and in French it is parler-a^ literally, * he has

(a) to speak (parler, which is a corrupted form of parabolare as if fre said " parabolare

habet '').' In Hindi and French the change of tense meaning is not indicated by a

change in the form of the word, but by the addition of the auxiliaries gd and a

* This question is dealt witb at length in an Appendix to this introduction. See pp. 24lff.

* See Si; Aurel Stein*a note in liis translation of B. T. . 397. The words are Rangassd MMlu dinnmt irhieli in modern

Ktshinlrl would be Mangm Milm dyun*, (the village of) Hela in to he giTen Xo Bang.
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Tespectirely. Here we have instances of analytic conjugation, as compared with the
synthetic conjugations of Sanskrit and Latin.

Now, Kashmiri illustrates a further sti^ in the derelopment of Janguage. The
declension of nouns is in the main analytic. There are a few survivals of the ancient
synthetic cases, hut in the main cases are differentiated hy postpositions, as in Hindi.
Thus, we have gara, a house, and garuk* (for gam-k''), of a house. But note, here, that
the ** has become attached to the gara, and is no longer a separate word like the Hindi
ka. Garfik' is now as much one word, and a word in the genitive case, as the Sanskrit
grihasya or the Latin man$imi§. In other words the declension * is again becoming
synthetic, and the process- has been ' first analytic (gara-kf) and then again synthetic
{garu¥). But in other cases the declension remains analytic, as in gara-manza, from
the house, in which the noun and the postposition are still two entirely distinct words
and as yet show no signs 6f becomitig ttraalgamated into one.^ Similarly, the con-
jugation of the Kashmiri v^b mayh% analytic. The word for the past participle ' said

*

is dojD% and for the past tense, " I said,' we may have (as in the Hindi ma%-ne kahd)
pie dop\ literally, *by-me said.* But we fnny ai#o add a suffix meaning *by-rae* to dfop%

so that the two become one word,—thus, dapnm^ I said. Here we have a synthetic method
of conjugation in optional course of formation. We may have dopum, I said ; doputh,

thou^saidst ; dopun, he said, and so on, which is Just as synthetic as the IMirt. dixi,

diwist% disit, with this difference, that in the case of Kashmiri, we know exactly how
these synthetic forms came into existence.

If, now, we return to India, and take languages of the Outer Circle, like Bengali or

Marathi, we find again a state of affairs similar to that of Kashmiri, but more advanced.

In Kashmiri, the synthetic conjugation is optional. We may use either the analytic

fne dop"" or the synthetic dopum. But Bengali or Marathi have gone a step further. The
analytic conjugation has been abandoned and only the synthetic conjugation is now em-
ployed. It is no longer optional, but is now compulsory. We have only the Bengali

kahildm, and only the Marathi mhaitUd, for * I said,' from the past participles kahild-

and mhaml'f respectively. From these examples, we see the importance of Kashmiri

to the philologist. It is a language caught, so to speak, in the act of changing its

nature from analytic to synthetic, and thus shows how the synthetic conjugation of

Indian languages of the Outer Circle, such as Bengali and Marathi, has arisen. Hither-

to there have been many speculations on the subject, which we now see were all wide

of the mark.^ Kashmiri substitutes certainty for speculation. We can now watch
Indian speech in its developments from birth to birth. First synthetic ; then, as in Hind!,

analytic ; then, as in Kashnuri, agglutinative or semi-synthetic ; and then, as in Bengali

and Marathi, again synthetic ; and so, as in tlie Indian belief as to the fate of the soul,

the chain of BwrnsAra, or weary round of transmigration, goes on perpetually • ohne

Hast, aber ohne Bast.* In future ages future philologists wHl, if they have a lan-

guage like Kashmiri to guide them, observe the same series of changes occurring over

and over again, synthetic to analytic, analytic to agglutinative, and agglutinative back

again to synthetic.

1 It may be noted that we Mil see similar inataxioes of tlio deTelopment of analytic declension into tynthetle occasionally

ocoarring in Panjftl)!. ThtUy the Pan^I lor ' in a honse ' is either the analytic ghar^meheh or the synthetic gkarickek,

^ The usual, hut inco%*ieet espUnation h that the torminationa o! hahildn^ mftafillf,«tc, are relict «£ An oil Terb aiih*

-•tiitttve.
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Kashmiri has a small, but respectable, list of literary works, about which not much
is known. So far as I am aware, the oldest author was a

woman named LaUa or Lai Dfid, She probably Urea m
the 14ith century A.D, Hundreds of her verses are quoted all over the Valley and are

in everyone's mouth, and MS. collections of them have from time to time been made

imder the Sanskrit title of LaUamkyanL She is said to have been a holy woman, and

to have been accustomed to wander about the country in an almost nude condition,

her excuse being that he only was a man who feared God, and that there were very

few such men about? Her verses are all religious and are strongly tinged with Saiva

philosophy. The first poem that can be dated is the Bat^auravadha^ the name of the

author of which is unknown to me. It it in the Hindu dialect, and was written in

the reign of Sulpn Zainul-*4bidin (1417-14i69 A.D.),^ Other poems of which the

approximate dates are known are the following : —DevS^kara Prak&la Bhatta was alive

during the eight years of the reign of the Hindu king Sukhajivana Simha, who came
to the throne in 1786 A.D. He lived in the Gujawftr (Sanskrit, Qulikavatika) quarter

of Srinagar, and wrote a history of BSrma entitled the MdmdvatSraohariia, with a

sequel entitled the ZavakuSaeharita, Both of these are highly poetical works in pure

Kashmiri. They are speciallv interesting as containing naany legends not found in any

Indian version of the Udmayaif^a with which I am acquainted.' ParamSnanda of

Marta^da is said to have died in 1822 A.D. at the is^e of 68 years. He wrote a history

of Kpshpi entitled the KrishtidvatdralUdt a work which follows the Indian tradition

much more closely. These three worki are all excellent specimens of the Kashmiri

language, and, though in the Hindu dialect, are not too highly Sanskritized. With a

much fuller Sanskrit vocabulary is a history of the circumstances connected with

Siva's marriage with PSrvati, Entitled the Sivapari^ajfa^ written by Krishna ES^zdan,

or Kajanaka, who was alive as an old man at the end of the last century. He lived at

Vanpuh (Sanskrit, Vanapusha) in the Anatnag Parana, and Ws poem is much admired

by Kashmiri Pandits. It is full of Saiva philosophy.* The late Professor Biihler, in

the Meport (pp. Iff.) referred to below in the List of Authorities, mentions the following

Hindu works of which he obtained MSS* I have not seen any of them :

—

Nsme of Author. ' Name of Wor^.

QanakaprfiSasfa. J$'am«drlI1llA3f^1ll^J^;dfla«ti^^(lttiX^c?4an^a.

SShib l^aal. EriihnHvatSra,

Anonjmoust The Sanskrit ^.tnaraJ^^a, witli a K&sinnM explanatioii.

„ Janmachaidta.

„ Ramavaiara (perhaps tbe work already mestioned).

,, Sivalagnavarnana*

Of writers in the MusalmHn style the best known is Mahmud, or Muliammad,

'Garni, who died in the year 1855 A.D. He wrote a ItmufZulaikhi^ a Laild tea Majnun^

* Se« Hinton Knowles, KdshmlH Proverbs, p. 20.

a Biihler, Meport, etc., p. 00.

' As a sumple. in tbese poem* Siil, ike wife of RiM», it aaid to kave b«en ilM dattgkter of MtndMar], wko abacdofied

lier iiiiiii«diirt«ly aft«r birth and nl'teqiieiitlj married Bivana.
^ An edition i« in course of pnblimtion bj the Aeiatic Society ilf Bragal.
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and a Shirtn o KMsrau, all on familiar Persian models. An edition of the first-named^
with a partial translation, has been prepared by the late K. F. Burkhard, regarding
which particulars will be found in the List of Authorities. Other works in the Musal-
man dialect mentioned by Biihler, and which I hare not seen, are :

—

Name of Author. Name o f Work.

Saifa*d-dln. Vamih-ujra,

Saihtj Pav4it. Nisab.

Anonjmoos. Amgilla (a poem).

., Hdrun Eashid,

n MaJ^mUd'i^Ghaznavi,

»• iSheth Sannd,

The Serampore Missionaries published a version of the New Testament in 1821.
This was printed from type in the Sarada character.* Similar editions were issued at

Serampore of the Pentateuch (1827) and of Joshua-Kings (1832), but the Bible was not
completed. The British and Foreign Bible Society published a Torsion of the New Testa-

ment in 1884, and of the Old Testament with a rerised rersion of the New Testament
in 1899, all in the Persian character.

I^ the year 1879 A.I), the late Pajjdit I6vara Kaula completed an excellent

grammar of Kashmiri, in the Sanskrit language and entitled the Kaimtraiahdamrita.
This has been edited by the present writer, and was published by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal in 1S98. The same author was engi^ed on a Ktshmiri-Sanskrit Dictionary at

the date of his death in 1893. The materials collected by him for this purpose were
subsequently made over to the present writer, and from them and other sources a
Kashmiri-English Dictionary is now in course of preparation.

Connected with formal literatuLre, though not a part of it, are the subjects of

folktales and prorerbs. Kashmir is a land of proverbs, and common speech is profusely

interlarded with them. A valuable collection of Kashmiri proverbs has been made by

the Rev. J. Hinton Knowles, particulars regarding which will be found in the List of

Authorities. This should be in the hands of every student of the language. It is full

of information regarding the customs and the character of the people. Kashmir is also

celebrated for its folktales. Not only are some familiar in every home, but there are also

professional rdwu, or reciters, who make a living by telling fairy-tales worthy of the

Arabian Nights. These men recite with astonishing verbal accuracy stories that have

been handed down to them by their predecessors, now and then containing words that

have fallen out of use, and with the meaning of whidbt they are now unacquainted. Sir

Aurel Stein has made a collection of such tales, as dictated by one of these men, which

he has handed over to the present writer for translation and publication. Long after

they had been recorded it was found necessary to check the texts, and Sir Aurel fotmd

ttie man again, and had him recite again the doubtful passages. They were given by

him in exactly the same words as those recorded some sixteen years previously. An
interesting illustration of the way in which they have been handed down is given by

their form. Every now and then the narrative is broken by the phrase ' dapdn wuatdd^*

i.e.
* (and my) master says (as follows).* An excellent collection of Kashmiri folktales

* Sotue yeftrs ago, having occasion to print ftomething in this character, I made enquiries in Calcutta regarding this

type. I found that it, and the panchet, had long disappeared, having been told as w%fte metal. It ia the onlj fiftradft type

that haa been caojt.
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in English has been collected by the Rev. J. Hinton Knowles, and pulllshed under the

title of * Folktales of Kashmir ' (second edition, London, 1893).

AUTHORITIES.

—

In the following U$t of authorities^ all the works of the same author are grouped together.

Authors* names are arranged in the order of the date of the first ivork of each.

Abeldno, Johann Christoph,—Mithridates oder allgemeine Sprachenkunde mit dem Vater Unser als

Sprachprohe in bey nahe funfhundert Bpraohen uni Mundarten, Vol. I, Berlin, 1806- A brief

notice of the lauguage of ' Kaschemir * on p. 195. It is described as a danghtei* of Sanskrit

i/vbicb resembles Mar&thi, but is excensivelj difficult.

Bdgeworth, M, p.,—Grammar and Vocabulary of the Oashmiri Language, Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, Vol. x (1841), pp. 1039ff.

Leech, Major R., C.B.,

—

A Grammar of the Oashmeeree Language. Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, Vol. xiii (1844), pp. 397ff. (grammar), and 55.M. (vncabnlary and specimens).

Cunningham, [Sm] Alexandir,—LadSk, Physical^ Statistical, and Historical^ with Notices of the sur*

rounding Countries. London, 1854. (Okap. 15; Vocabularies ..... Kasbmlrl, etc.).

Austen, Capt. H. H. Godwin,—A Vocabulary of English, Baltic and Kashmiri^ compiled by H". H, 0, A.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. xxxr (1866), pp. 2S3ff.

Campbell, [Sih] George,—The Ethnology of India, by Mr. Justice Campbell . (Appendix C. Gompara"

tive Table of Northern and Arian Words .... Gashmerett^ etc.)

Journal of the Asiatic Sooiety of Bengal, Vol. xxxv (1866), Special Number.

•, „ „ Specimens of the Languages of India, including those of the aboriginal Tribes

of Bengal^ the Central Provinces, and the Eastern Frontier^ Vocabularies . . . • Punjab

and neighbouring Countries .... Oashmeree, etc. Catcntla, 1874.

BowBiSG, L. B.,

—

Vocabulary of the K<ishmiri Language^ Appendix D in Sir cireorge Campbeirs Mthno*

logy of India, q.v.

Elmslie, W, J.,

—

List of Words and Phrases to he noted and used as Test Words for the Discovery of tht

Radical Affinities of Languages and for easy Oomparison » . » translated %nto

Kashmiri by W. J. E. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. xxiix (1870),

Pt. i, pp. 96ff.

„ „ A Vocabulary of the Kashmiri Language. In two Parts : Kashmiri-'English and Eng^

lish'Kashmiri. London, 1872.

LUTNER, G. W.,

—

A Specimen of Kashmiri,—The DS$idn Sheikh Shibli, In Kashmiri Verse. With an

interlinear and literal Translation. Indian Antiquary, Vol. i, pp. 266ff. Bombay, 1872.

BxsHUH NarAy£n, Pandit,—The Kashmiri Companion, QulzBr'S Kashmir, Lahore, 1873. A Kashmiri

Grammsr in Urdu.

Drew, Frederic,—The Jummoo and Kashmir Territories. A geographical Account. London, 1875.

Pp. 466ff. on the PahSr! Dialects and Kashmiri. Appendix II, Comparative Vocal>nlary of

PahSrl and Kashmir!. * Language Map of Kashmir.

BtHLBR, G.,—Detailed Report of a tour in Search of Sanskrit MS3. made in Kasmir^ Bajputana, and

Central India. Extra Number of the Journal of the Bombay Branch, of the Royal Asiatic

Society. (Bombay and London, 1877.) Accoont or the Kaimiri Language on pp. 88ff. List

of Kaimiri MSS., pp. Iff.

Temple, Capt. [Col. Sir] Richard C,

—

An Examination of the Trade Dialect of the Naqqdsh or

Painters on Fapier*maGh€ in the' Panjdb and Kashmir. Journal of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, Vol. liii (1884), Pt. i, pp. W.
Knowles. J. Hinton,—A Dictionary of Kashmiri Proverbs sand Sayings explained and illustrated from

the rich and interesting Folklore of the Valley. Bombay, Calcutta, and Lon*

don, 1885.

„ „ Kashmiri Riddles. Journal of the Asiatio Society of Bengal, Vol. Ivi (1887U

Pt. i, pp. 125ff.

„ „ Folktales of Eoflkmir, Second Edition, London, 1893.

BCBKHAfD, K^vh Friedrich,—Das Verbum der Kd^fri-Sprache, in SitzungsberiMe der pl^ilosophifich-

philologischen und der historischen Classe der Koniglichen Bayeriscbeu Akademie der Wissen-

8chaft«n in Mancben, 1887, I, 3. pp. 3031. Pie Nomina der K.-S., id. 1888, 3, pp.^44ff. Die

Prdpositionen der l^.-ij., id. 1889, Z, pp. 375ff.
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BuKKDAiD, Karl Feiedeich,—Ifp^iia Qamp Jusuf Zula^hd, romantisohes Qedicht in Ka$hm4H'
Sprache. Naeh sswei MandtchrifUn bearbeitet von K, F. B, Zeitichrift

der Deatschen Morgenlfiadisoheii Gesellioliafty Tol.vxliz (1895X pp.

422ff. ftnd liii (1899), pp. 551 ff.

» »t n AN0 Grikrsoh, [Sie] Gboroe A.,

—

BsiayM on KaimM Grammar, Them
are Barkhftrd's Essftjs io the Proceedings of the Bojal Bavarian Academj of Soiences, aboTe
meuiioQed. They appeared in the Indian Antiquary (Bombay), translated and edited, with

Notes and Correotioos by Grierson, as follows :—^Vol. xxiv (1995), p. 387 j kv (1896), pp. 1,

29, 85, 165, 193, 208 ; xxvi (1897), p. 188; xxvii (1898), pp. 179, 215, 228, 309 ; xxviii (1899)»

pp. 6, 85, 169, 219, 247, 269 ; xiix (J900), p. 1. The whole was tabsequently isBued aa a sepa-

rate reprint in two parts (Bombay, 1897, 1900).

Wai>e, T. R.,—A Grammar of the Kashmiri Language a$ ipohen in the Valley of Ka$hmiri North India.
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AFPIHBIX.

THE LOTGUISTIC OLASSIFICATION OF KlSHMlRl.

In the Kashmir Censiis Report for 1911 (p. 179) the following remarks are made
regarding the classification of Blishmirl :

—
* KHshmiri nsdl to be hitherto treated

as of Sanskritic origin. It has this time been giouped with Shi^ill-Khd-war

according to the revised system of classification, but the claim locally urged that it is

essentially a Sanskritic language persists, and in view of the historical fact that the

Valley of Kashmir, before its conversion to IsEtn, was wholly populated by Brahmans
with their ahaitric lore, that olaim might merit reconsideration/ As this point

has thus been raised in an official publication of the Kashmir State, it is advisable to

discuss the question of the correct classification of the Kashmiri language in some

detail.

In the first place, questions of sentiment, however much we may sympathize with

them, must be put altc^ether ta one side in dealing with a purely scientific question.

No one values the contributions of Kashmir Pandits to Sanskrit literature more highly

than the present writer, For upwards of two thousand years Kashmir has been a home
of Sanskrit learning, and firom this small valley have issued masterpieces of history

,

poetry, romance, fable, and philosophy. KMuniris are proud^ and justly proud, of the

literary glories of their land. During all these centuries, Kashmir has been subjected

to tke civihs5ation of India proper. The PiSacha tribes to its north and north-west

remained a hostile and barbarous people, devoid of Indian culture and with no literary

history of their own. K|ahmlri» themselves maintain that their country was fonnerly

inhabited by Pilichas, who were^ultimately overcome by Aryan immigrants from India,

and this tradition is born^ out by the features presented by their language. That the

literary* activity of the coimtry and the imported Indian culture should not have reacted

on the vernacular speech of the inhabitants is impossible. It has reacted most power-

fully, and under that influent the language has become deeply imbued with forms and

idioms derived from the languages of India proper. But all the time the basis,—the

old speech of the original Pilacha inhabitants,—^has, as will be shown in the following

pi^s» remained firmly established, and it is upon this basis that linguistic science

demands that classification be founded. It in no way follows from this that the

Brahman inhabitants of Kashmir are of Pilacha origiut The contrary is almost

certainly the case. Tradition, ethnology, and linguistioa unite in asserting that they are

reprment^tives of an eariy immigration from India.

It has been previously pointed out that the Dardic or Pilacha languages occupy a

position intermediate between the Sanskritic languages of Ikdia proper and the Eranian

languages farther to their west. They thus possess many feattires that are common to

them and to the Sanskritic languages. But they also possess features peculiar to them*

selves, and others in which they agree rather with languages of the Eranian family. It

h unnecessary to discuss here those common to them and to Sanskritic languages, but,

as regards the others, we shall see that they are also to be found in Kashmir!.^ That

' For further d«tail% u%% The Fiiaea Languages of North- Western India, hj 0« A. Chriersoiiy pnUlihod hy the Boyil

Asiatic Socie^ in 1906.
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Bsh. broh^ a brother ; Sh. dono^ a bull ; Bsh, jfcof, Kl. kufS, Sh, kdn^ an ear, and many
others, a or a has become u or o. Many more examples could be quoted, but the aboTe

are sufficient to show that ESshmirl shares its tendency to epenthesis with all tiie

Dardic languages.

In Kashmiri, when a word ends in one of tbe letters A, cA, u, t, tyOt j?, that letter

is aspirated, and becomes H, chh, Uh, th^ th^ or ph^ respectiyely. There is nothing like

this in India, but it certainly also occurs in V., and probably in other Bardic languages.

Thus, the Ksh. krak% noise, become krakh^ and similarly the V. nM$ek', moon,

becomes masekh.

In the introduction to the section on Lahnda (pp. 237ff. of Part I of this Volume) it

was pointed out that when a Prakrit word contained a double letter, this letter was, in the

modern languages of India proper, either retained unchanged, or else reduced to a single

letter with a lengthening of the preceding Towel ib compensation. Thus, the Tt. bhatta-,

boiled rice, becomes the PaSjabi blmtt^ and the H. bhdt» It was also pointed out that

in Ksh., and in Lahnda and Sindhi (two languages much subjected to Dardic influence)

the yowel was not lengthened, although the double consonant was reduced to a single

one. Thus, the same Sanskrit word becomes bhut"^ in dindhi Mid bata in Ksh. It also,

perhaps, reappears in the Bsh. Wto, meat. There are hundreds of similar examples in

Ksh. which it is unnecessary to repeat here. Seyeral will be found in the table ^giyen

on the pages abore referred to. Here we may quote a few from Bsh. to show how

typical this is of Dardic generally :—Pr. uchcha^, high, H. ichd, but Bsh. ucha*8th„ to

raise ; Pr. chamma-^ skin, H. cham, Bsh. cham ; Pr. kattei, he cuts, H. hafe^ but

Bsh. Aaft?, a knife; Vt. pitthl, the back, H. plfh, Bsh. pti (for pitl). Similarly for the

other Dardic languages.

So far we hare dealt with general phonetic rules, but when we consider letters in

detail the connexion between Ellshmiri and Dardic is equally manifest. Thus :

—

In the Dard group of Dardic languages an initial k sometimes becomes g, as in

My. gh what ? The same occasionally happens in Ksh. gdsh^ light, as compared with

the Skr. kdSw.

In India, when the letter v in Sanskrit forms the latter member of a compound

consonant, the first member of which is a mute, it is elided in Prakrit, and the first

member is doubled. Thus, Skr. jpaJfc»a-, ripe, Pr. pakka-, H. pakkd. In the Dardic

languages, including Ksh,, exactly the reverse process is followed. It is the first

member that is elided, while the v is retained and is hardened to p. Thus, the Skr.

pakva- becomes the Ksh, ^op*. There is very little like this in the modem Indian

languages, but in Dardic we have cases like Bsh. jp^wr, a father-in-law (Skr. haiura-) ;

V. pseh, what ?, derived from a word akin to Av. chvant-. It will be observed that in

these the sibilant is preserved as well as the hardened t?, and the same is the case in the

Kb, upusdr, a sister, connected with the Skr. sva^dr-. In Indian languages this only

occurred in Apabhraihia Prakrit, where we find such forms asj^a^for Skr. fvam, thou,

and other cases of the change of te to pp, but no other compound, with n for the second

member, became jp.

In Indian languages an original t between two vowels is as a rule dropped, as in

Skr. ifi<a-, done, H. kid; Skr. pita, a father, M.piu; Skr. io^a-, a hundred, H. «ai».
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in Pailachi Prakrit this t was, on the contrary, preserved, and this rale is folloxi^ed with
;great consistency in the modem Dardic languages, as well as in Kashmiri. Thus, from
thePahlavi Acrfa*, a honse, we hare Kh. M<^f«» ; Slcr. <a<a-, a father, Bsh. tot^WaL
tata^ and so others; Skr. kfita-^ Bsh. kuttt done, Ksh. hyuV" (i.e. Ai^), for; Skr. iator^ a

hundred, Bsh, sher (with change of < to r), Ksh. hat- (with change of i to A) ; Skr.

bhuta-, becoQie, Ksh. (Siraji) buto, was*

In India an original iy becomes cA, as in H. #a<?A, true, from Bkr. satjfa'. In

Bardic and Ksh., on the other hand, ty often becomes t^ as in Ksh. «a^-, true. So, cor-

Tcsponding to the Skr. nfityati, he dances, we hare the Bsh. root n&t-' and the Sh. root

nat, but H. nach

In India a Skr. tr becomes #, as in Skr. putra^^ a son, H. put ; Skr. gotra^^ a clan,

H.jrd^, and so on. In the Bardic languages and in Ksh. it may remain unchanged, as

in Wai. piutr^ Kl. putr^ Ksh. po^r, a son ; Skr. trlni^ three, H. <i», while, compared with

the Av. tkrdyd^ three, we hare Bsh., KL, Ksh. treh^ Wai., Sh. triy Kb. trai.

We haye seen that, in the Bardic languages tr usually remains unchanged. Often,

however, in the Bard group it is, as already stated, changed to ch or $h. Thus, we hare

the Sh, root chak or trak, see ; the Skr. gdtra*, a clan, becomes got or gdsh^ in Sh. The

Skr. putra^i a son, is pmh in Sh. and puoh in Grw. ; the Skr. stri, a woman, is chei'm

Sh. Similarly, in the Bambani dialect of Ksh*, we have ehei or trai^ three, correspond-

ing to the Sh. chg^ V. chhi^ and My. cM. It may be noted that a similar change

occurs in the neighbouring Eranian Qbalchah languages, as in WaliJii pdtr^ Sariqoll

potit ^ fiO^«

One of the most persistent consonants in India is the letter n. In the modern

languages it almost always survives, but in the Bardic languages and in Ksh. it is

liable to elision. Thus, Skr. manuiha-s a man, is KL moch, V., Sh. mush In Ksh. we
have the corresponding word mBti-f which is said to be the word for * man * used by

demons, the ordinary word being manoah, which is borrowed direct from Skr. In other

words, the original Bard term has been discarded as vulgar in favour of the high-flown

borrowed Skr. word. Another important example is the Ksh. word dyar, money,

which, strange to say, is a corruption of the Latin denarii, come to Kashmir through

Greek and Sanskrit, or through Greek direct Tl.e Skr. form of the word is dindrdh.

The Hinda Prakrit grammarians noted as a peculiar fact that in Pailachi Prakrit

ny became n. This is not the case in India, where ny became », as in Skr. dhdnya-y H.

dMt>, paddy ; Skr. a»ya-, H. an, another. But Ksh. exactly follows the Faiiachi

Prakrit rule. It has dd^, paddy, and several other similar words-

In modern Bardic languages r, when standing alone, is frequently elided. Thus,

we have the Sh. root mir, but Gwr. root «f, die ; Pash. karam or kam, I do ; Bsh. shei,

the head, as compared with the Skr. Hras ; Bsh. ddo, wood (Skr. cfeir»-) ; Kl chau, four

(H. cAar). So in Ksh. we have bos\ a kind of almanac, derived from the Skr. bndskarl;

grdngal or gdngal, distractioUv; grpnd* or gond"", a leg ; and bronth or bonfh, before. So,

in the Kashtawari dialect of Ksh. we have nyit for nirit, having emerged ; and in the

Siraii dialect iehchh for richchh, a bear, und many crthers.

In Indifl} when r originally preceded another consonant, it is usually dropped, as in

H. aoft^ all, fiom Skr. aarva- ; bnt in the Bardic langm^^ and in KishmM the r is
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usually retained, and if any consonant is dropped it is the second one. Thus, corre-

spopding to the Skr. karna', an ear, we hare Bsh. km\ Kh., Wai. kdr, Kl. kufd; to the

Skr. gardabha-, an ass, we haye KL gardok^ Kh, gurdouk ; to Skr. surya-^ the sun, we
have KL mri^ Gwr. 8m% Kh. 8ur%, My, swir^ and Ksh. airl ; and to Skr. 5(ir»a-, all, Ksh*

In India, a sibilant now and then becomes A, as in Skr. ekasaptati-, H. ikhattaf,

seventy-one. This change is, however, rare except in Lahnda and Sindhi, which are

under strong Dardic influence. On the other hand, in the Dard gronp, including

Ksh., this change is very common, and is subject to the rule* that it is mainly

confined to an original i or ^A, 8 being rarely changed. Moreover, the sibilant is re-

tained before certain vowels. A good example of tliis latter point is the Ksh. AiA* (pro-

nounced hyuh^)^ like, derived from an older *him. But the feminine of WA*is hish^, even

in the modem language, because a sibilant does not become h when followed by u-mdtra.

Other examples of this change are :—
Skr. iipavUati, he sits down,, Ksh. behi^ and so other Dard languages ; Skr. mmSati-,

twenty, Sh. beh, Ksh. tcnh ; Skr. daSa-, ten, Ksh. dah ; Skr. 8ata%^ a hundred, Ksh. hat- ;

Av. Mk8vaS, six, 6wr. shoh, My., KL shdh, Ksh. sheh ; Skr. Hras-, a head, Ksh. Mr ;

Skr. iava'f a coi^pse, Ksh- hap- ; Skr. visha*, poison, Ksh. veh^ and many others. It

should be observed that this obtains almost exclusively in the Bard group. For

instance, in the Kafir Dardic dialects we have Bsh. vitsi, twenty ; ditg, ten ; 8hm, n

head ; and wish, poison.

The compound consonants shp and Sm of Skr, sometimes become a simple sh in

Dardic. Thus, Skr. pushpa-t a flower, becomes KL pfish'ik^ Ksh. posh ; and the Skr.

Ka^imfra", Kashmir, becomes KasMr^ in Ksh. Similarly, sk becomes $ in 6dV for Skr.

bhdskarif a kind of almanac. There is nothing like this in India.

It has been stated that the Dardic languages often show changes peculiar to

Eranian, esi^eciaUy East Eranian, languages, and which are not found, or are rare, in

India. A few of these may be mentioned here, as they are noticeable in Ksh. :

—

In East Eranian the "change of ch to ts is common. So also in modem Dardic and

Ksh. The same change occurs in the Indian Marathi, but only before certain vowels.

Here it occurs before all vowels. Thus, while KL and Pash. have kueh^ the belly, Wai.

has kiuti' Compare H. chm% four, with Gwr. t8Uf% Ksh. tsor ; H. pack, five, with Gwr.

panfSf Ksh, pants ; Burushaski ehomar with Gwr. tsimar, iron ; Skr. chhdgala- with

Ksh. tshdwuP^ a goal.

Another very similar change,—that of j to z^—is frequent in Eranian. K is

very common in Ksh. One example will suffice. Compare Skr. jlva^i life, with Gwr.
zien^ alive, Ksh. zuv^ life. There is a similar change on the Indian Marathi, but not

before L

The change of d to I is regular in East Eranian. It is common in the Dardic

Veron, and is also found in other Dardic dialects. An interesting example is the Prs.

madar^ a mother, ^hich corresponds to the Sh. mall. In Ksh. it, but not d^ becomes y
before il-mStrd, so that we get moj^, a mother. From Sh. mdlh a secondary masculine

is formed, viz. mdlo, a he-mother, Le. a father, the Ksh. form of which is mSl\
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In Eastern Eranian sM is frequently changed to t. So, in Dardic and Ksh., the
Prs. pmht, the back, becomes Bsh. ,pti, Sh. paid, Gwr-, Ksh. pata, behind, and so on in

others, just as in the East Eranian Balochi it becomes phut.

In modern Indian languages, the shot the Sir., shat, six, becomes chh, as in the H.
chha, Bengali chhay, Pafljabi chhe. The Dardic languages, including Ksh., follow the
Eranian method of changing the initial MkSv of the Av. MhaS, six, to sh, instead of

using the Indian chh. Thus we hare Bsh. she, Wai. shu, Y. ushu. Bash. 8h% KL Bhoh,

and so on, which agree with the Ksh sheh. There is nothing like this in India.

In modern Eranian dialects, an original i sometimes changes to ch, as in the

Kashani chum for the standard Prs. sham, eyening. This, also, is not uncommon in

Dardic and in Ksh. Thus, the Av. aii-, an eye, is represented by Bsh., Wai, ach?,

KL ^(?A, Ksh. acAfe*. So Skr. iunya-y empty, become^ Ksh. eAAo/^"; Skr. root |?a^, see,

is represented by the Sh. pack ; Skr. a^rw-, a tear, is osh"" in Ksh., but <whu in Bsh. ; Skr.

het€hf white, Ksh. chhoV. In India, the reverse is the case, chh often becoming «, and
the change from 6 or sh to chh, as in the H. chha, is very rare.

Finally, Ksh. has certain phonetic changes of its own that are quite foreign to

India. In India, dm becomes d4,m in the Bengali j)odc?o, from Skr. padma-, a lotus. In
Ksh. this becomes f», as in the word pant-posh, a lotus-flower. Again, in Ksh. Id becomes

I (a thoroughly un-Indian change), as in gal, a shout, connected with the vedic Skr.

galda-i and with the Bsh, gijjl, speech. This word is also heard, under the form gall, in

PaKJabi and Lahnda, which are, as we know, strongly influenced by Dardic. Sanskrit

itself in post-vedic times borrowed it from Prakrit in the form gali-, from which there is

a series of modern Indian derivatives meaning * abuse.*

Accidence.—Turning now to accidence, in the fi»st place it should be noticed that,

like Eranian languages, Kashmiri possesses a suffix with the force of the indefinite

article, equivalent to the Persian yd-e icahdat. Just as in Persian I (ancient e) is suffixed,

so, in Kashmiri, a is suffixed. Thus, Pi^. yak'i, Ksh. akh^d, a certain one, a. It is

hardly necessary to point out that there is nothing like this in India ; but the same

phenomenon is presented by Bsh., as in palc'l, a servant.

The main principles of the declension of nouns is very similar in Indian languages,

in Eranian languages, and in Dardic. We may, however, point out that there

are some important differences of detail between Ki^h. and Indian languages. Thus, in

all the languages of northern Ii^dia, strong masculine nouns, such as ghord, a horse,

end in the nominative singular in d, and in the nominative plural in e {ghofg). In

Ksh., the corresponding nouns end in r-indtrd in the singular, and in i^rndtrd in the

plural, as in jrter*, a horse, plural gur' Moreover, all masculine nouns have, in Ksh.,

a dative singular ending in s (as in t^uras, to a thief, guris, to a horse), and a dative

plural in n (as in tMuran^ to thieves, gunn, to horses). In some Indian dialects there

are obliqiie plurals in n, but the^e is nothing like the Kashmiri dative singular in s till

we reach Marathi, far to the south. Further, Ksh. has cases of the agent (as in gu^,

by a horse) and ablative (as in gim, from a horse), to which there is nothing corre-

sponding in India. The «-dativeis not peculiar to Ksh., but also exists in Kl. and Pash.,

and also perhaps in Sh,, where it has the force of the agent.
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To add definiteness to ttie meaning* of the cases, postpositions are employed in

Indian and prepositions in Eranian languages. In the Dardic languages both are

used, though Ksh. prefers the former. Of the postpositions, uue or two only remind one

of India, the rest being peculiar to Dardic. The Ksh. postpositions of the genitive,

#oitd% «A", and «w", all have parallels in India,—^a I'elative of amid!' being found in the

Marwayi handOt of uk* in the H. kd^ and of i^it* in the Gujarati no. Similarly, it is

possible to compare manz, in, with the *H. maj\ but it more nearly resembles the

Ifeuidlc V. munj and the My. maz. But the other postpositions are either quite peculiar

to Dardic or are borrowed from Persian. As Dardic examples, we may quote kpuf"

(an adjective), for ;
putshy, for ; peth, on ; keth, in ; and petha, from

Oiclinary adjectives here call for no remarks, but the Ksh. numerals are so decidedly

Dardic and so distinct from the forms current in India that some attention must be

paid to them. Thus :—

One. Thisisaifc-. It may be either Indian^ Eranian, or Dardic, but is more

like Prs. and Gwr. yak than Indian ek.

Two, ifh. In Ksh. di becomes z, so that the word is connected with the Bsh. diu

and the Kh. ju, rather than with the Indian do.

Three, treh. This i^ regular Dardic. Of. Bsh. Kl. treh, Wai.-irSi Sh. *!<

Kh. trm^ and so on. India has t§n, and the like.

Four, ti09\ The o is iMrdic, as in Kh., Qrw. ehor^ Gwr. ||i*^» Sh. ehort. India

has 5, as in char.

Five, pdnii. This may be Indian, Eranian, or Dardic.

Six, sheh. This is Dardic, as in Bsh. sho, Wai. ^Aii, V. ushu^ Fash. «&•, Gwr.

shohi KL shoh^ Sh. shahf and so on.

Seven, sat". This, with the short a, is Dardic, as in Fash.^ Gwr., KL, Grw. m^.

Sh. satt^ and so others. India has sat.

Eight, oth or aith. This may be Indian or Dardic, bi^t the vowel is not Indian.

Nine, nav. This may be Indian, Eranian, or Dardic.

Ten, dah. This is Dardic, with the typical change of i to h.

Twenty, ionh. The same remarks apply.

Hundred, haU. The same remarks apply.

From the above we see that all the first ten numerals majr be of Dardic origin,

and that some of them mmt be. Some are distinctly not Indian.

The first two personal pronouns may be shown as follows :—

I, Uh
me, me

my, mydn''

we, a$'

us, am
our, 96nr

It will at once be seen that not one of these forms agrees with the corresponding

Indian pronouns.

thou,
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Siittilarly for the demonstrative, pronouns we have :—

ThiB. Th.t(«ei^).
Th«t(fcr).

Sing. Norn. yih
;ie«A

****•.

Dat. (animate) yimia •humis, amis tamia.

Dat. (inanimate) yith ku^th, ath '*'^'

Plur. Norn. tim htm, .am '**"•

I>at- timan human, aman timan.

Again it is not necessary to. draw attention to tithe various points of difference

between this and the Indian forms. It may be espeoialiUy pointed out that India has

nothing corresponding to the distinction between the proxximate and remote demonstra-

tive pronouns, although it once existed in Sanskrit.

While none of the above forms are Indian, they allU have their cognates on other

Dardic languages. This has been fully worked out iiin my Fi^dca Languages of

North- Western India, and need not be repeated here.

The above remarks also apply to the other pronounas, and space need not here be

wasted in considering them. Particulars will be found in l the work just mentioned.

As regards verbs, the general principles of conjugatidon are on ihe whole the same

in Indian, in Eranian, and in Dardic, but a few facts staand out. While the present

tense of the verb substantive, based on the participial fora-m chhuh, he is, is also to be

found in India, the past tense, formed from the root da, sit,t, in ds", he was, is not at all

used in that sense in that country.* This i-oot da is, haowever, common in Danlic.

Thus, for ' he was ' we have My. as, Grw. dah, Kh. daiatai.i, Kl. data, and so on.

In the conjugation of the ordinary verb, the presennt participle ends in an, as in

mdrdn, striking, a form that does not occur in India, „ but which has many Dardic

relatives, such as Bsh. vinan, Gwr. thUtftdn, Kl. timan, all r meaning ' striking.

While the Indian verb has only one past partioipl([>le, Ksh. has three.—one (wdr",

struck) indicating past -time in the near past, another (r {maryov) indicating past time

indefinitely, and a third (mdi-ydv) indicating remote past tiitime. One of these {maryov,

for maryb) has the same origin as the past tense of India (i (Braj mdryau), but the others

have had an independent line of growth. Although we d do not yet know enough in

regai-d to the other Dardic languages to distinguish betweenen the meanings of the various

forms of the past participle in them, it is certain that Wai.,ii., Kh., Sh., and My. have at

least each two. Thus, Wai. has vind and vinaata, Kh. gatt^ani and ganista, Sh. ahido and

ahidego, and My. kuta and kutagal, all meaning ' struck.'

The Ksh. infinitive is built on the same lines as in Indiadian languages, i.e. it ends in

un {nidrun), which may be compared with the H. endingng in nd (mdrnd). In most

Dardic languages, the infinitive ends in k, but in V. it et ends in n to which k is added,

as in peawnti-n-ik, to strike. The termination is therefore re not specially Indian.

In the formation of the tenses Ksh. differs widely from m Indian languages. The old

present, a tense that survives si?^- ^ j^^^^ Persian, and Dardic. in India generally

1 It i. not the •««• » t

^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ,,,i,h aoe. ocenr in «Tor.l Indian l«np«gw.

TOl. Tm, fAlT II.
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Vocabmlary,-—Finally we oome to the question of rocabulary- It is on this that
the claim that Kashmm is a Sanskritio language is most strongly based, and, if languages
were classed according to vocabulary, the claim would be difficult to controvert But it

is well known that vocabulary cannot be used as a basis of linguistic classification.

If it were. High Urdu would have to be classed with Persian as an Iranian language,
for the great majority of its words are borrowed from Persian. So, if vocabulary were
the test, the Kashmiri spoken by Musalmftns, who form nine^tenths, and more, of the
population of the Talley, might be classed as a form of the same language.

As has been stated above, Kashmir has for at least two^thousand years been under
Indian literary influence. It is the only one of the Dardic languages that has a written
character and that has a literature. For centuries it was the home of grea^t Sanskrit
scholars, and at least one great Indian 'religion, ^aivism, has found some of its most
eloquent teachers on the baaks of the Titasta. Some of the greatest Sanskrit poets
were born in and wrote in the Valley, and from it has issued in the Sanskrit language
a world-famous collection of folklore. Under such circumstance it would be extraordi-

nary if the great bulk of Kashmiri vooabulalty were not closely connected with the
vocabularies of the neighbouring Sanskritic languagai, and such, indeed, is the fact.

But, nevertheless, some of the commonest words,—words that are retained longest

on any language, however mixed, and that are seldom borrowed, such as the earlier

numerals, or the words for * father,* * mother,* and the like,—are closely allied to the
corresponding Shiijia words, and are therefore of Bardic origin. The following is a
list of some Shina words which have cognate forms in Kashriliri. Some of thes^ words
also occur in Indian languages, but they are also Dardic, and are examples of the same
form appearing in both families of Aryan speech.

Efiglisb.

aoid

after

anger

ariny

arrow

aunt (faiber'i sister)

aani (ntotber's sister)

autinmn

bad

be

bear (the anizoa!)

beard

between

bite

blow

bine

bone

be bom
botb

bow
boy

break

br^th

brown
bnll

VOL. rni, PAET II

Shinl,

churho

phatU

rdih

#f

hm
pojpf

mS
shard

hacho

ho*

$ch

dat

majja

chuf (rerb)

nih
aii

jo-

biye

dSnU

fhudSr

puU
ihg

gMro

aim

Kssbmlrl.

pata„

r'^sh.

Hna.

pdph»

harudm

hqch*.

tchchh (Siriji).

mang, in.

Ifop* (nonn)

phukh%

fill*.

«!'-.

6%ly a second lime.

dm"^.

phuf,

$Mh.
gurui*,

dSnd.

%Kt
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Ingliik

oow

Glow

dance

amj

dMth
die

dog

door

diy

ear

ettrthqnske

cclipae

elepliaiii

•scape

eye

Hce
imp

lailier

finger

fiour

loot

fozgei

lortiiiglil

fox

give

gold

grape

grass

great

liand

handle

bot

indtistrioias

Mil

knee

langaage

lajdowm
lead (metal)

leaf (of tree)

learn

lip

little

meal

milk

moon
montlt

more

motlier

month
nijked

name

HARB GB017P
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Snglltli.

naw
mglil

note

oM

ploQglt

pride

mm
Teomw0

retam

Tigki (not left)

riM

Mnd
tcatter

seed

shoulder

ilyer

smgiBg

ni
smoke
raiootli

snow
son

mm\
spsde

eireogtli

sun

sweet

tslce liold

tesr (Tb.)

ihTeftt

iodsj

icmgiie

too^
em
illsgs

wsU
weep
wile

window
wine

wiili

wcnnsa

work
write

jes

SliisS.
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